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Abstract—This paper presents simulation results of Forex predicting model equations in order to approximately give a prevailing accuracy. The Taylor rule (TR) equations have been used with Taylor rule (TR) to adapt them to European and American Forex Markets. Indeed, the initial Taylor rule equation is conceived for all Forex transactions in every State: it includes only one equation and six parameters. In this work, the model has been predicted with Hall-Taylor equations, initially including twelve equations which have been reduced to only three. Analysis has been developed on the following base macroeconomic variables: real change rate, investment wages, anticipated inflation, realized inflation, real production, interest rates, gap production and potential production. This model has been used to specifically study the impact of an inflation shock on macroeconomic director interest rates.

Index Terms—Interest rate, forex, Taylor rule, production, European Central Bank (ECB), Federal Reserve System (FED).

I. INTRODUCTION

Various macroeconomic models have been developed in order to analyze the evolution of Central Bank interest rate and its impact on the Forecast of FOREX market. Taylor rule theory [1] stipulates that Central Bank should change nominal interest rates according to changes in inflation, output or other economic parameters and conditions fixed on Taylor rule equation. Indeed, these financial changes are caused by the gross domestic product (GDP), the random fluctuations (stochastic shocks) along with the divergence of actual inflation rates from target inflation. Taylor rule leads to a result showing the direct impact of inflation increase on Central Bank interest rate. Consequently, if inflation rate increases, the real interest rate should also be increased. Many theoretical modifications have been proposed, leading in that way, to the new Hall-Taylor (HT) model [1]. Here, Central Banks use dynamic stochastic general macroeconomic models and HT model to define their directing rates, particularly in Europe, with the European Central Bank (ECB). These models are based on general equilibrium theory describing equilibrium between supply and demand on all markets. HT is a model with 12 equations, containing several parameters and macroeconomic factors. The Sphere of good and services [1] is one of the first groups of equations in HT model. It is used in order to globally analyze productivity, consumption, investments and their impact on other parameters and on the economy. Unlike other models, HT model includes deeper structural parameters describing inflation preferences, productivity and other component constraints [2]. The model also includes a system of equations describing three classes of economic fields: net export, state deficit and unemployment rate. Indeed, it includes all together three elements: the Central Bank monetary policy impact on net export, the productivity impact on unemployment and the deficit combined to production effect on general deficit. HT model essentially takes into consideration seven macroeconomic variables by restraining them to inflation and real rate exchange fields: real change rate, anticipated inflation, realized inflation, real production, interest rates, gap production and potential production in considered Euro zone.

II. MODEL DEFINITION

Financial crises have generated a huge cost of banking system failure on overall economy, which led governments and Central Banks to worry more about financial stability. One of the best solutions in this case turned out to be the rate analysis in order to help find an exact prediction.

The European Central Bank is responsible for monetary policy of all the countries that have adopted the euro. The national central banks have become mere agents of the European Central Bank, as they are in charge of the implementation of the single monetary policy that is agreed within the European Central Bank, which sets interest rates for the entire area. Moreover, since the early nineties, economic researches on the topic of monetary policy rules have increased significantly. In particular, the work of Taylor in 1993 had a considerable impact. By estimating a monetary policy rule in the United States, he showed that the monetary authorities followed a simple rule based on an inflation target conjugation and a production target. The aim of our work is to consider the study of the rule abided by the European Central Bank following the methodology of Taylor.

In the present study, the Taylor rule is used, knowing that it mechanically connects the level of interest rates, controlled by the central bank, inflation and the output gap, all in a very short term. It was presented by Taylor in 1993 and was estimated for the United States.

The Taylor rule takes generally the main following form:

$$ r = r_{neuter} + p_{anticipated} + \alpha_1 y + \alpha_2 (p_{anticipated} - p_{goal}) $$

where: $r = $ nominal interest rate Taylor (calculated), $r_{neuter} = $ neutral1 real long-term rates (constant equal to the trend rate of growth of the economy), $p_{anticipated} = $ expected inflation (approximated by the delayed inflation) 2, $p_{goal} = $ inflation target of the monetary authorities, $y = $ difference between actual GDP and trend GDP, as: $y = 1000(Y - Y^*)/Y$, $Y$: actual GDP (real) & $Y^*$: trend GDP.
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According to the Taylor rule, the short-term interest rate should increase when expected inflation exceeds the inflation target of the central bank or when the product Gross domestic workforce is above its long-term trend.

For the U.S., Taylor proposed this equation:

\[ r = 2 + p + 0.5y + 0.5(p - 2) \]

where \( r \) = federal funds rate; \( p \) = inflation rate of the last 4 quarters; \( y \) = output gap between actual GDP (\( Y \)) and trend GDP (\( Y^* \)), with \( Y^* = 2.2\% \) per year between 1984.1 and 1992.3 and \( \alpha_1 \) & \( \alpha_2 = 0.5 \).

The values of the coefficients 1 and 2 are both 0.5, these values are specific to the case of the United States, and are justified by a concern for pragmatic realism of the rule. However, Taylor acknowledges that these factors may be different in other countries.

Indeed, the Taylor rule gives a relationship between target Central Bank short-term nominal interest rate and real interest rate. This relation contains six macroeconomic parameters (the target short-term nominal of Central Bank interest rate, the inflation rate, the Central Bank inflation target, the real interest rate and the respective levels of GDP and potential GDP). Equations of HT model have been used to find the inflation gap, and the relationship between exchange rates and interest rates; in order to understand the rule followed by the European Central Bank, we have to define the output gap between the potentially achievable gross domestic product in Europe during this period and the domestic product found. For this purpose, there are various solutions including three different methods: the first one based on a linear fit, the second on the quadratic fit and the last one on smoothing the output observed with the Hodrick-Prescott, with keeping in mind that these are alleged methods, and that the latter method is particularly sensitive to extreme dates of the sample.

In this work, the production gap is determined by using Kalman filter [3] which gives more satisfactory results than other methods. The inflation gap is an important factor involved in Taylor rule: it represents the difference between actual and expected inflation.

Inflation evolution between 2001 and 2009 is reported on Fig. 1.

\[ i_t = \pi_t + r_t + \alpha_1(\pi_t - \pi_{t-1}) + \alpha_2(y_t - y^*) \]

With inflation gap, \((\pi_t - \pi_{t-1})\) output gap \((y_t - y^*)\), interest rate \(r_t\), inflation \(\pi_t\), policy rate \(i_t\) and parameters \(\alpha_1 = 0.3, \alpha_2 = 0.6\).

As a result, the EUR/USD pivot [5]-[7] can automatically be found through ECB rate. As there are two unknown and a single equation (3), it is not possible yet to find researched predictive value rate. Missing information should in principle be reconstituted by including a new equation, but the difficulty stems from the strong relationship between macro variables in any macroeconomic model, which forbids such a “simple” logical approach, and requires a full set of equations in order to be closed. Here, the following two “empirical” equations will be considered:

\[ y_t = \phi_0 + \phi_1y_{t-1} + \phi_2y_{t-2} + \lambda(i_{t-1} - \pi_{t-1}) + \varepsilon_{y,t} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

\[ \pi_t = \sum_{i=1}^{4}(\alpha_i\pi_{t-i} + \beta_iy_{t-i} + \varepsilon_{\pi,t}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

(4) gives GPD predicted value which is useful to find production gap, and (5) produces a predicted value of inflation. Second equation is similar to a Phillips curve linking inflation to production gap dynamics of output gap. Potential GDP follows a random walk with deterministic drift. The model represented by (4, 5) provides a very simplified view of economy dynamics, but still allows to give a consistent production gap and a theoretical content estimate that is more substantial than a usual simple decomposition of purely

\[ Y_{N_t} = f \left[ Y_{N+1} - Y_N \right] / Y_N \]

where \( Y_{N+1} \) is the production during previous quarter, \( Y_N \) the production during actual quarter and \( f = .8 \). As mentioned previously, smoothing with Kalman filter [3] is an important tool in forecasting financial parameters. Its use in this case is only valid for output gap prediction and, from Taylor rule, the interest rate referring to EUR/USD pivot [4]-[7] can be found. GDP evolution is reported on Fig. 2.
statistical trend-cycle. Rewriting (4, 5) in state space representation form one gets

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta Y_t & = \left( 1 \quad -1 \right) \begin{pmatrix} y_t \\ y_{t-1} \end{pmatrix} + \left( \begin{array}{c} \mu \\ \sum_{i=1}^{3} \alpha_i \pi_{t-i} \end{array} \right) + \epsilon_{Y,t} \\
y_t & = \begin{pmatrix} \phi_1 & \phi_2 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} y_{t-1} \\ y_{t-2} \end{pmatrix} + \lambda \begin{pmatrix} \mu \\ \sum_{i=1}^{3} \alpha_i \pi_{t-i} \end{pmatrix} + \epsilon_{y,t}
\end{align*}
\]

This model includes two measurements and two transition equations. The log-likelihood is calculated by Kalman filter, and its maximization provides optimal estimators of model production gap using information over the entire period.

On the other hand, advantage is taken of INSEE study [8] which allows finding an equation relating ECB policy rate with FED variation rate. Chronological review of FED and ECB rate decisions suggests that movements of US interest rates precede ECB decisions (see Fig. 3).

There is indeed a positive correlation between ECB exchange rate and last known variation of FED rate. However, this observation does not come from a copycat behavior of ECB, taking into account the conditions in Euro area, but much more from the fact that FED rate director is not significant. The apparent discrepancy between FED and ECB [8]-[10] decisions is captured by macroeconomic variables which react to ECB decisions, and can therefore be attributed to a mismatch between macroeconomic cycles on both sides of the Atlantic.

The (phenomenological) equation given by INSEE writes:

\[
i_t = -5.48 + 0.83 i_{t-1} - 1 + 0.21E - 1(\pi + 12) + 0.006(q - 3 - q - 3^2) + 0.07TUC - 2 + 0.04\Delta Fedt - 1
\]

With $E - 1(\pi + 12)$ the last consensus forecast of European inflation over preceding year, $q - 3 - q - 3^2$ the output gap during last quarter, TUC-2 the production capacity usage rate, and $\Delta Fedt - 1$ the variation of federal fund rate during previous quarter. As seen on Fig. 4a, prevision with INSEE equation almost coincides with ECB real rate on a remarkably long time interval, even including the great 2007 financial crisis [8], [10].
As seen from Fig. 4a, revision with INSEE equation [8]-[10] is roughly the same as ECB real rates (in stable periods), especially during 2003-2005 (Fig. 4b) which corresponded to a period of economic stability in general. At other periods the two curves show a significant difference which may be explained by two very important events: the attack of 11 September 2001 and the subprime crisis that began in 2006. By combining (3) and (6) a final equation gives the director rate, and therefore the interest rate.

III. CONCLUSION

To sum up, the application of the Taylor rule on monetary policy rules could be adapted to the case of monetary policy of the European Central Bank as well, just take this policy as strict inflation target first but other data theoretical incentive to think she might consider diversifying its target by focusing on other elements such as GDP.

There are many other models [11]-[16] that give some interesting results. Present study is essentially based on Taylor model used in the United States. With the help of Kalman filter, the equation set by INSEE (National Institute for Statistics and Economic Studies), we can provide an ECB rate and awe could find an approximate value of interest rate. Prediction can be short-termed and even long-termed though predictive power fades away for long periods.

As with other estimated methods, the European Central Bank does follow a simple rule “similar” to the Taylor rule, which is based on one or two major economic aggregates as targets. However, depending on the method used to estimate the output gap between gross domestic product and made potentially feasible gross domestic product, we do not get the same results. In a first method, we get the European Central Bank’s target inflation, but it is only with the two other methods, that we get a contrary result to the indication of the European Central Bank, the Taylor rule, that is to say, a rule combining an inflation target and an emerging target production.

In the same way, GDP inflation and interest rates can be predicted, but the global economy is also dependent on other factors, be it social, natural or exceptional like 9/11 bombings or subprime crisis, which can affect rates evolution.
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